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Human interaction has the power to

change the way you do business.

Our organic approach draws on our

experience in acting, psychotherapy and

coaching, to teach teams and individuals

how to communicate effectively, build

rapport and find dynamic ways to

connect with others. 

C O M M U N I C A T I O N  C O L L E C T I V E

WHO WE ARE
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An understanding of the importance of collaboration

The expertise to adapt your communication style to suit your audience

The ability to express your opinions and needs without hurting the feelings

of others

Experience through practice sessions with detailed feedback

An understanding of how your limited self-beliefs hold you back

The opportunity to understand and develop your strengths and weaknesses

in a safe environment

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

                 

       ‘Communication Collective 

devised the presentation skills and 

roleplay for our supervisor training day. 

Their energy and enthusiasm galvanised 

     the room and they provided good tips 

          and tools on how to effectively

                       improve communication’

                              Consultant Psychiatrist,  

                                                  NHS Surrey

Learn how to express your opinions and ideas without creating conflict,

whilst also gaining greater respect from your colleagues.

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

You will achieve:

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

Click to return to the index
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In depth assessment of the company's needs

A comprehensive training plan

Nuanced and bespoke training for individuals and teams

Coaching plan to develop the wellbeing and performance of employees

Rise in commitment and morale from individuals and teams

Great success for your business

We tailor all of our training to the needs of your employees and business. We

design a training programme from scratch through in-depth consultation with

you. We adapt and design new exercises and practice sessions to get the

results needed for your employees and business to thrive.

BESPOKE TRAINING

You will achieve:

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

                 

       'The training was fantastic, to 

  see a tangible difference in how I was 

 presenting in under 3 hours was great. 

 This benefits not only me but the teams 

    that I will be presenting with, we will be 

          tackling presentations with a renewed 

                  focus and energy going forward.'

                            J B, Strategic Business Partner

Click to return to the index
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Communication skills to build rapport and trust with colleagues and clients

Ways to assert yourself when faced with challenging situations

A greater awareness of your team’s skills to increase group impact

Knowledge to support and bring out the best in your team

Techniques for building resilience and confidence

The ability to foster positive and long term relationships  

Rapport building is a critical skill for any business professional. In this

workshop we teach the skills for building strong working relationships with

clients, customers and colleagues.

BUILDING RAPPORT

You will achieve:

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

    'Top training. Very efficient. 

  Right to the point tackling the key 

issues. 

  I would definitely recommend this coaching’

       Patent Examiner at the 

                   European Patent Office
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Finding an authentic leadership style

Handling challenging relationships and learning new ways to respond

Making important career decisions

Developing emotional and social intelligence

Dealing with stress and life/work balance

Building self-esteem and self-confidence

Executive Coaching will help you to improve your personal performance,

develop strong relationships and build confidence.  Your coach will enable

you to become more self-aware and identify what’s most important to you.

You’ll clarify your objectives so you can move confidently towards

achieving your goals.

 

Some of the areas that coaching can address include:

executive coaching

 

1-2-1 
 

                'The coaching was so 

        useful it is now part of the service 

   we offer our clients. They help individuals 

 of all levels of seniority to become more 

effective.  I would recommend this to anyone 

   who feels they have room for improvement, 

        which in my experience is nearly everyone.'                

                Director of 

                               Media Relations Management

 

Click to return to the index
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Practical tips to spark new ideas for material

Story telling techniques

Knowledge on how to structure your pitch for your desired audience 

Skills for writing narrative and editing

Tangible exercises for the voice and body to present with maximum impact

Awareness through detailed feedback.

In this session you’ll discover how to write and present a dynamic pitch. We’ll

offer you ways to spark new ideas, structure your message and deliver your

pitch with impact.

how to pitch

You will achieve:

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

    ‘Very useful, enjoyable and a 

fabulous investment in our

service.  Loved the energy and humour – 

  very well paced’  

                        North Somerset Council

Click to return to the index
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We understand that going for an interview can be stressful. Our bespoke

training sessions will empower you to be more authentic, confident and

succinct in interviews so that you get the job offers you deserve. 

Techniques for handling your nerves

Confidence to talk through your CV and achievements

The ability to focus on answering challenging questions succinctly

The presentation skills to deliver a dynamic pitch or presentation

Tools to draw on when your mind goes blank

Practice skills through roleplay

interview technique

You will achieve:

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

      ‘I was very impressed  with my 

  training.   I had very little 

 experience ... and all I can say is that

Communication Collective gave me the 

       confidence to handle it. 

               Thank you so much.’

                                           Patent Examiner

Click to return to the index
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The skills to make a positive impact on others

A greater self-awareness

Techniques to communicate authentically

Active listening skills

Improvisation skills to help you think on the spot

Storytelling techniques 

In our one-to-one and group sessions, you will gain a deep insight into your
personal style and how you impact others. Through practical exercises, you
will develop the confidence to be the best version of yourself, even when
under pressure.

Personal impact

You will achieve:

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

 

      ‘Highly recommend 

Communication Collective to anyone 

   looking for bespoke communications     

        coaching – really unique approach’

      Charlotte Cool,

                Corporate Affairs Director

Click to return to the index
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Story-telling techniques to capture and retain the focus of your audience

Exercises to free up your voice and physicality

Tools to grab and sustain your audience’s attention 

Development of your personal style and understanding the importance of

rehearsal

Confidence to deliver compelling presentations

Greater awareness through detailed feedback

Our bespoke presentation skills training ensures clients have the tools and

techniques necessary to deliver presentations with fluidity and impact.

 presentation skills

You will achieve:

 

Filming available on request
 

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

               'The techniques

       you taught me, enabled me to

 combat my nerves and create an 

engaging speech that really connected 

   with people. I cannot recommend you      

        highly enough! ’

            Paul Devoy, CEO Investors in People

Click to return to the index
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Your authentic self on camera

Vocal and physical presence

Techniques to engage and maintain connection with your audience

The ability to deliver a succinct message

Communicate your expertise with passion

Greater awareness through detailed feedback

presenting to camera
We apply our experience as actors to help your team feel at ease when

presenting on camera. Whether you are creating e-learning videos, video

content or presenting live to camera, we will give you practical skills to

present naturally on screen.

You will achieve:

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

              ‘You took a group with

     little, if any experience in relation to   

 presentation skills and with your training

enabled them to deliver our message, to

camera, in a calm, professional manner. All 

   participants expressed their appreciation of 

        your work, and commented on how much 

               they enjoyed the experience’ 

                             European Union Intellectual 

                                                  Property Office

 

 

Click to return to the index
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The ability to build rapport with a remote audience

Practice to deliver your core message in a succinct manner

Skills to communicate your expertise with passion

Vocal and physical variety to keep your viewers engaged

Techniques for dealing with nerves

Ways to develop gravitas and onscreen presence

Discover how to increase your presence to become a dynamic presenter

online. We will learn how to embrace technology, deliver a clear and

effective presentation and create a deep connection with your audience. 

presenting virtually

You will achieve:

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

          'Their energy and enthusiasm 

     combined with practical experience      

   allowed me to improve my on-camera

presence and some great tools to apply  

    immediately to my business 

               and personal life’

                    IP lawyer / Spokesperson

 

 

Click to return to the index
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Greater trust and rapport between colleagues

An understanding of how to give and receive constructive feedback

A deeper understanding of the difference of others

Techniques to be creative and generate new ideas

Clear team goals and direction

New ways to communicate effectively

The success of your company relies on your team’s ability to work together.

This workshop enables your team to feel more connected as a group,

develop their trust and respect for one another, and learn how to

collaborate with generosity.

team building

You will achieve:

 

Group Workshop 
 

 

Group Workshop 
 

'Really good balance of theory,

practical exercises and games.

Roleplays were especially good. It

was useful to explore some relevant

scenarios and learn how to

approach them’

CACI
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Experience of using a teleprompter naturally, without looking like you’re

reading a script

Presentation skills specific to working on camera

Exercises to free up your voice and physicality

Diction and articulation training for strengthening vocal tone

Techniques to sustain the audience’s attention 

The ease to be yourself in front of the camera

Our training enables professionals to learn how to use a teleprompter

successfully and to ensure you deliver video content with gravitas and clarity.

teleprompter training

You will achieve:

1-2-1
Group Workshop 

Talk

                'Thank you for the 

       excellent results obtained while 

  recording at the studios. We believe 

that your hard work, professional advice 

and support have contributed to creating           

     a relaxed atmosphere and to the eventual 

        success of this event’ The ECP3 ALP team,

                 European Union Intellectual 

                                 Property Office
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